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What are we interested in ?

➡ Investigating excited state

http://molecularmodelingbasics.blogspot.com

dynamics of species in solution to
try to understand how energy moves
in these strongly interacting systems
➡ How does the solvent interaction
play a role in the relaxation of these
systems ?
➡ How does the excitation perturb
the structure and how does this
structural change affect the energy
transfer and relaxation ?
➡ Can we relate this information to
functionality ?
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Of the ligands, MbNO is the most
interesting but still poorly understood
•NO rebinds very quickly
•Geminate recombination occurs on two
timescales (13 & 200 ps)
•There’s an indication of a 6-coordinate
domed structure S. Kruglik et al. PNAS 107, 13678 (2010)
•MbNO & MbO2 have similar binding
geometries but very different affinities
•The geminate recombination has an
J. Phys. Chem. B, Vol. 109, No. 44, 2005 21119
excitation wavelength-dependence
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How does the water
respond ?
What changes if we
excite the CTTS
states ?

Can we extract
electronic information
as well as structural ?

Wish List

➡ Jitter < x-ray pulse duration
➡ Sample chamber for anaerobic conditions
·
➡ Ability to easily scan x-ray energy
➡ multiple crystal von Hamos-type single-
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Myoglobin: Unresolved dynamics & structural issues

Molecular Dynamics of MbNO

Figure 1. (A-D) Transient spectra of various myoglobin samples pumped at 580 nm. In this and the following figures, au stands for arbitrary units. In this
figure, the ordinate values are proportional to the lock-in amplifier read-out in microvolts, while in the following figures, the ordinate has been renormalized
to accommodate the fitting procedure.
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has not been observed experimentally, despite the considerable
number of studies that exist, we discuss the questions raised by
this apparent inconsistency in some detail. Comparisons with
other heme-NO complexes, particularly those involving Fe(III)
instead of Fe(II), are also given.
Theoretical Methods

Figure 2. Optimized structures for Fe-NO and Fe-ON and the sideon structure (TS). Total energies are given relative to the Fe-NO
minimum. Intermediate structures between Fe-NO and TS and TS and
Fe-ON along the path are also shown.
D. Nutt et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 109, 21118 (2005)

ON) isomer was found to be a minimum in several cases,
including Fe(II) and Fe(III).
To scan the potential energy surface and obtain a simple
effective energy function for use in the molecular dynamics
simulations, the structure of the heme-Im was frozen at its
minimum energy structure. The coordinate system for scanning
the PES included the Fe-N distance (rFe-N) and the Fe-N-O
angle (θFe-NO). A total of 274 points on the bound state (2A)
surface were calculated. The coordinates (rFe-N,θFe-NO) were
chosen because they describe the global Fe-NO minimum.
They are, however, not ideal to fully describe the Fe-ON
minimum. This leads to energy differences of 12.5 kcal/mol
between the two minimum structures from the scan and 15.3
kcal/mol for the two stationary states on the PES from full
optimizations. Contributions due to different NO bond lengths
or the tilt of the NO molecule (which are all frozen in scanning
the PES) contribute to this energy difference. In the Fe-ON
optimized structure, the center of mass of NO lies essentially
above the Fe atom with the O atom displaced from the NImFe axis (see Figure 2) while in the scan of the PES the linear
Fe-ON structure has all three atoms arranged collinearly. The
two coordinates (R,θ) describe the most important structural
features (global and local minima with their approximate
geometries and the TS around the T-shaped configuration) of
the PES while their precise geometries are less well described
(linear Fe-ON vs the bent local minimum energy structure).
To simulate the dynamics of bound MbNO, the data points
were represented with a suitable analytical form. The raw data
from the 274 ab initio calculations were fitted to a potential
energy function expressed in terms of R(Fe-COM) and θ(FeN-O), where COM is the NO center of mass. It is convenient
to expand the potential in terms of radial strength functions,
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